INTRODUCTION TO STABILITY POLICING (SP) FOR FIELD COMMANDERS

NATO ETOC code: LOP-LO-21958; e-PRIME no: ACT.639.29
Mar 21, 2022 – Mar 25, 2022
The course aims at providing Junior Officers and Senior NCOs, who can be deployed in NATO operations and/or can have a relevant role in operations and exercises execution, with the basic understanding of SP.
Training audience: OF1-OF2 and OR8-OR9 from all services and civil servants from NATO, PfP, MD, ICI and other nations, as approved. Tuition fee: 160 Euro.
More information available @ www.nspcoe.org.

STABILITY POLICING (SP) FOR PLANNERS

NATO ETOC code: LOP-LO-32364; e-PRIME no: ACT.639.33
Oct 17, 2022 – Oct 21, 2022
The course aims at providing Senior Officers, who can be deployed in NATO operations, with necessary skills and knowledge about Stability Policing for planning considerations.
Training audience: OF3-OF5 from all services and civil servants from NATO, PfP, MD, ICI and other nations, as approved. Tuition fee: 160 Euro.
More information available @ www.nspcoe.org.

STABILITY POLICING Centre of Excellence

Vicenza (Italy) – The Basilica Palladiana

Location: Lt. Gen. Chinotto Compound
Via G. Medici 87, Vicenza 36100 – Italy
Info: e-mail: info@spcoe.org
tel: 00390444144964

facebook.com/NSPCOE
twitter.com/NSPCOE
Instagram.com/NSPCOE
LinkedIn/nato-spcoe
www.nspcoe.org

PRESERVING A CRIME SCENE IN NATO OPERATIONS

NATO ETOC code: LOP-LO-22030; e-PRIME no: ACT.639.32
Sep 26, 2022 – Sep 30, 2022
The course aims at providing attendees, who may run into a crime scene during operations, with basic knowledge on how to secure a crime scene until specialists can take over and conduct forensic investigation.
Training audience: OF1-OF3 and OR4-OR9 from all services and civil servants from NATO, PfP, MD, ICI and other nations, as approved. Tuition fee: 160 Euro.
More information available @ www.nspcoe.org.

POLICE CAPABILITY BUILDING IN POST CONFLICT COUNTRY

NATO ETOC code: TBD (pilot edition)
Nov 21, 2022 – Nov 25, 2022
The course aims at providing Senior Officers, who can be involved in the planning or conduct of Police Capability Building (PCB) activities within NATO Operations, with the necessary knowledge and skills about public security and policing, and their difference with military activities.
Training audience: OF2-OF5 from all services and civil servants from NATO, PfP, MD, ICI and other nations, as approved. Tuition fee: 160 Euro.
More information available @ www.nspcoe.org.
INTRODUCTION TO STABILITY POLICING (SP) FOR LEADERS
NATO APPROVED
NATO ETOC code: LOP-LO2195; e-PRIME no: ACT.639.30
Feb 14, 2022 – Feb 18, 2022
The course aims at providing Senior Officers, who can be deployed in NATO operations and/or can have a relevant role in operations and exercise planning, with the basic understanding of Stability Policing.
Training audience: OF3 - OF5 from all services and civil servants from NATO, PfP, MD, ICI and other nations, as approved. Tuition fee: 160 Euro
More information available @ www.nspcoe.org.

NATO Stability Policing Centre Of Excellence
The NATO Stability Policing Centre of Excellence is NATO accredited authority in the specialty, being acknowledged as a modern, adaptive, cooperative and supportive organization, whose high quality experience and products are requested by a network of customers and partners from within and outside NATO. It is the Alliance’s interface with International Organizations and non-NATO institutions in the area of Stability Policing.

What is Stability Policing (SP)?
- Within NATO, SP is defined as police related activities intended to reinforce or temporarily replace the indigenous police in order to contribute to the restoration and/or upholding of the public order and security, rule of law, and the protection of human rights.
- SP aims mainly at the establishment of a Safe and Secure Environment (SASE), giving the local population the feeling to be safe, protected, and ruled by law, then recognising legitimacy to the law enforcement and finally setting up the conducive conditions for the sustainable stabilization of the area of operations.
- SP requires well equipped and trained military assets in order to address essentially and properly the Host Nation populace and its Law Enforcement Agencies. Those specific NATO military forces are experts in law enforcement and civil policing at the disposal of the NATO Force Commander. After a major conflict or crisis, SP enables the disengagement of combat military forces while NATO is increasing the stabilization of the area.
- More details could be read in the AJP-3.22, which is the NATO strategic publication that deals with SP.

CROWD AND RIOT CONTROL (CRC) AWARENESS IN NATO OPERATIONS
NATO APPROVED
NATO ETOC code: LOP-LD-22017; e-PRIME no ACT.639.31
May 16, 2022 – May 20, 2022
The course aims at providing Officers, who can be deployed in NATO operations and/or can have a relevant role in operations and exercise planning, with the basic understanding of the CRC concept and its related operations.
Training audience: OF1-OF3 from all services and civil servants from NATO, PfP, MD, ICI and other nations, as approved. Tuition fee: 160 Euro
More information available @ www.nspcoe.org.

EDUCATION, TRAINING & EXERCISE BRANCH
The ETEB consists of SP experienced Subject Mater Experts from several NATO countries. They are responsible for the education, training development, cooperation and delivery of all types SP trainings and courses with the goal to prepare attendees for stability policing missions. They can deliver SP expertise to NATO exercises (art. 5 / non art. 5 operations).

For more information please interact with ETEB POCs:
- Education, Training & Exercise Branch Head: ethead@nspcoe.org
- Training Development & Delivery Section Chief: training1@nspcoe.org
- Education & Cooperation Section Chief: edu1@nspcoe.org